The BMC Mini Tractor keeps golf courses up to scratch

The Mini is ideal for all golf course maintenance. Light on your grass. Light on your capital costs. Incredibly light on running costs, and so versatile. The Mini makes its mark everywhere — except on the grass.

Yes, Mini linkage is designed to take implements for all aspects of turf cultivation. Now add Mini manoeuvrability and the fluent traction from its sturdy BMC diesel and nine-speed gearbox. Then add every refinement you want — independent hydraulics and 2-speed P.T.O., differential lock, electric lighting, grassland tyres... all at mini-cost.

Why burden your budget — and your turf — with anything bigger? See your BMC Nuffield dealer now for a working demonstration.

NOW. Today's budgets make the Mini a must.

THE TRACTOR TAILORED FOR TODAY

BMC MINI LIGHTWEIGHT

H.P.U. Model (diesel) £585.
Standard Model (diesel) £512.10.

Backed by BMC Service — Express — Expert — Everywhere.
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